
 

 

 

Premiere Privacy Consultants! 
  

 In today’s surveillance-crazy world, your rights to privacy in your home and 

business are sustaining new attacks every day.  Every computer keystroke you make is 

tracked, analyzed and processed.  Your phone calls and e-mails are regularly subjected to 

sifting and filtering.  Your travel plans are logged and the data retained.   At any point, some 

government or non-government agency may determine that your actions call for further 

investigation, and this can happen even though you have done nothing wrong or even 

suspicious! 

 Well, now there is something you can do about it!  Introducing Premiere Privacy 

Consultants! We help businesses, individuals and their families wrap a cloak of personal 

and professional privacy around their activities. 

 Using the latest technologies, we have developed a series of comprehensive 

packages designed for your home, family, and business.  Our programs take into account 

your property holdings, tangible and intangible assets, financial condition, and personal and 

professional objectives.  

 Our products and services will: 1) establish absolute iron-clad protection of your real 

property, vehicles, and business; 2) eliminate personal liability and reduce to the maximum 

professional liability; 3) remove you from statutory/corporate jurisdiction, thereby allowing 

you to conduct your personal and professional affairs without the micromanagement and 

control of government regulations; 4) make you statutorily invisible; 5) provide you with a 

custom state-of-the-art encryption system for your home or entire family,  office or entire 

company. 

 Without privacy there can be no liberty.  Get the peace of mind that only comes 

with the knowledge that your privacy is well protected.  Contact us today.  Call 888-385-

3733 for more information or to find out how to get your Premiere Privacy Analysis - a 

$500 value - absolutely free!  We also pay referral fees for anyone you send us who signs 

up for Premiere Privacy Protection!  That number again is 888-385-3733 that’s 888-385-

FREE, or visit our web site at www.premiereprivacy.com. 


